Dividends Horizon®
Tables

Dividends Horizon tables—including X-Base, Y-Base and Conference and EQ options—offer a wide range of configurations and materials in a consistent design aesthetic.

The broad selection of sizes and finishes allows them to plan everywhere, including meeting rooms, private offices and open plan applications.

Shown from top to bottom: Y-Base meeting, X-Base café, X-Base coffee, EQ coffee, X-Base standing-height, Y-Base desk, EQ round and conference.
Dividends Horizon Tables

With a broad scope and design details that are consistent with the scale and visual language of the Dividends Horizon system, these tables are appropriate for use throughout the contemporary workplace.

Base configurations:
+ X-Base
+ Y-Base
+ Conference
+ EQ

Base finishes:
+ Knoll Core Paints
+ Chrome (EQ base only)

Top finishes:
+ Laminate
+ Veneer (V1 only)

FINISHES & OPTIONS

Bases

Y-Base, X-Base and Conference Tables

Casters

Edge Profiles

Square Laminate
Square Veneer (V1) & Synthetic Woodgrain

Worksurface Grommets

X-BASE TABLES

With a variety of heights and shapes in a compact footprint, X-Base tables are ideal for small meetings, cafés and touchdown areas.

Available sizes:
W: 30–48"
D: 30–48"
H: 17–42"

Y-BASE AND CONFERENCE TABLES

Functional and handsome, Y-Base tables are designed to be used in a private office or small team meeting space. Conference tables provide a getaway from the main workspace and support larger team collaboration.

Y-Base
Available sizes:
W: 60–96"
D: 24–42"
H: 28.5"

Conference
Available sizes:
W: 102–144"
D: 36–48"
H: 28.5"

EQ TABLES

EQ tables solve for a variety of applications, including collaboration areas in the open plan, break rooms and private offices.

Available sizes:
W: 30–60"
D: 30–60"
H: 16–29"